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Notice to contributors
The British Heart owunal will publish papers relating to
the heart and crculation. Manuscripts should be sent
to the Editor, British Heart Journal, B.M.A. House,
Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9JR. A stamped
addressed postcard should be endosed for retwn to author
as acknowledgemnt of receipt of manuscript. Overseas
authors should enclose international reply paid coupon.
Submission of a manuscript will be held to imply that
the work is original, that it has not been published else-
where, and that if accepted it will not be published else
where in whole or in part without the Editor's
permission.
Papers The manuscript should be typed on one side
of the sheet only, in double spacing with margins of at
least 4 cm. A second copy of the manucipt, tables, and
figures should be sent for editorial use; this will not be
returned to the author even if the paper is rejected.
Papers should be concisely written and should contain an
informative summary, embodying the methods, results,
and conclusions. Titles of papers should be as brief as
possible and should be typed on a separate sheet of paper
together with authors' names, address of the department

where the work was done, and a short tide for the
running heads. The same sheet of paper should list:
(i) authors' present addresses if different from depart-
ments in which the work was done, and (ii) name and
address of the author to whom correspondence and
proofs should be sent. Generally recognized abbrevia-
tions only should be used and these as sparingly as
possible; if it is desired to use unusual abbreviations
to avoid frequent repetition of complex designations
then these must be clearly identified. Suitable ackmow-
ledgement offinancial support or assistance may be made
but should not be extended to include those whose con-
tribution consisted only of the performance of the
normal duties for which they were employed.
SI units The units in which the authors' work was
measured should be cited first followed by either the
SI units or the traditional units. This does not apply to
Tables, but here a conversion factor should be added
as a footnote.
Case reports These are intended only briefly to convey
the essential facts of a case, and discussion and biblio-
graphy should be kept to a minimum. These papers
should have no more than 3 authors, should not exceed
1500 words, and should contain no more than 2 Figures.
Tables (see also SI units above) These must be typed
on separate sheets and not in the text. They should be
numbered with Arabic numerals and should have a

title. Authors must ensure that the column headings
are clear without having to resort to lengthy explanatory
footnotes.
Illustrations These should be identified on the back
with Figure number of Arabic numerals, title of paper,

and name of author. The legends should be typed on a

separate sheet ofpaper. The Figures should be on glossy
paper and unmounted unless several are grouped to-
gether in a composite Figure, as in montage. Any

lettering to be inserted should be indicated lightly in
pencil on a transparent overlay. Diagrams, charts, and
line drawings should be drawn in India ink. Electrocardio-
grams, etc. Only black and white electrocardiograms
make satisfactory blocks, and if the originals are sent
they should be protected by a covering of transparent
paper. If several elerocardiograms are grouped in a
single Figure, only a few complexes should be shown,
and the width should not exceed 5j inches unless a
reduction in scale is feasible. Authors submitting x-ray
pictures with their manuscripts are asked to ensure that
they conform to the standards set out in the Editorial in
the Journal, vol. 35, page 1101.
References In the text these should follow the Harvard
system, i.e. name followed by date: Sutton (1966). Up
to two names should be cited in full at first mention:
Cooper and Sturridge (1976); more than 2 authors
should always be cited with the first author followed by
et al. Where more than one reference is cited to sub-
stantiate a statement the references should be given in
date order. The list of references should be typed
alphabetically on a separate sheet, and should appear as
follows: Sutton, G., Harris, A., and Leatham, A.
(1968). Second heart sound in pulmonary hypertension.
British Heartjournal, 30, 743-756. Books should be cited
as follows: Hudson, R. E. B. (1965). Cardiovascular
Pathology. Edward Arnold, London.
Proofs and reprints A proof, which will be sent to
the author named on the covering title page, should be
read carefully, corrected, and retumed within 7 days of
receipt. Corrections other than printer's errors may be
charged to the author. Twenty-five reprints of each
paper are supplied free; additional repnnts can be
ordered at the time of returning the proof.
Notice to subscribers
The annual subscription rate is C24 00 in the United
Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland, and US$65 50
by surface mail in all countries overseas. Payment for
overseas subscriptions should be made in dollars to the
British Medical Association. The combined rate to British
Heart Journal and Cardiovascular Research (published in
six issues) is C38 00, and US$104 50 in all countries
overseas
Orders can also be placed locally with any leading sub-
scription agent or bookseller.
(For the convenience ofreaders in the USA, subscription
orders with or without payment, can also be sent to:
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL, 1172 Common-
wealth Avenue, Boston, Mass., 02134. All inquiries,
however, must be addressed to the Publisherin London.)
All inquiries regarding Air Mail rates and single copies
already published should be addressed to the Publisher
in London.
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